
AMS VS. CRM
CHECKLIST

The two main ways life and health insurance agencies manage their 
books of business are with an industry-specific Agency Management 
System (AMS) or a generic CRM. 

This tool will help you understand the differences in what each can 
offer. At the end, you will find a checklist. Use this checklist to better 
understand what you must have (need), what would be nice to have 
(want), and whether the system you’re considering offers it or not. 
Print off as many copies as you like to better vet your options during 
your search for an AMS or CRM. 

Keep in mind, a need should be a feature or component that is vital 
to your current process and will ensure you meet your current 
bottom line. A want is a feature or component that you currently 
don’t have but would enhance your day-to-day operations and 
improve your overall process.

Going forward with this tool, everything will be broken down into 
one of four categories:

ACCESSIBILITY & SECURITY

FEATURES & CAPABILITIES

MARKETING & COMMUNICATION

COMMISSIONS PROCESSING



AMS VS. CRM

FEATURE CRM AMS
Cloud-Based Access
Data Backup

Data Encryption 
Data & File Storage 

Track Clients & Prospects
Track Groups
Track Group Enrollments & Elections
Track Agents
Track Policies
Track Carriers

Email Marketing Automation
Email Campaigns
Automated Workflow 
Lead Generation & Management
Track & Process Commissions
Generate Agent Statements

Industry-Specific Reporting
Industry-Specific Analytics
Third-Party Integrations

Track & Project Revenue
Uncover Missed Commission Payments
Split Commission Payments
In-Depth Commissions Analytics

**Varies by software, check with your provider to see if that feature is available
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In general, here are how AMS software and CRM solutions differ. Keep in mind, 
product offerings vary system to system, so ask your sales rep to make sure the system 

can truly meet your goals.



ACCESSIBILITY & SECURITY

When it comes to accessibility and security, many CRM solutions and 
AMS software are on par—as long as they’re in the cloud. Non-cloud-
based systems tend to lag behind on both accessibility and security. 

The main features you want to look for are:

Cloud-based access
Data backup 
Uptime/reliability 
Data & file storage
Data encryption

All of these features ensure your clients’ information is safe and 
secure while also increasing ease of use for you. For clarity, uptime 
refers to the amount of time the software is up and running for full 
usage. The higher their uptime, the more reliable their platform is. 
For example, AgencyBloc has a 99.99% uptime which equates to 
roughly 1 hour of downtime over the course of a year. Uptime 
includes both planned and unplanned downtimes. Maintenance 
updates would be categorized as “planned” downtimes. 

Data file storage is also crucial to ask about concerning your 
attachments and documents. Can they be stored in the system or 
do you still have to keep them in another location?



FEATURES & CAPABILITIES

There are likely a whole host of features you need and want to have 
to help you function at peak performance. For this list, we put 
together some of the most critical ones like tracking clients, groups, 
prospects, leads, policies, and agents (amongst others).

Not all AMS software is built the same and, as you saw on the chart, 
CRMs and AMSs can vary widely in the features they offer. Having to 
build workarounds or customized bridges just to track clients 
and their policies together could prove unfruitful and extremely 
ineffective for your agency. It’s something to consider when looking 
at a system’s features. 

Additionally, it’s important to know if the style of their system is 
policy-based or client-based. In a policy-based system, you could 
have the client entered in multiple times tied to each policy they have 
with you. A client-based system enters a client once and has all of 
their policies, regardless of number, tied to them. It makes tracking 
significantly simpler and cleaner. 

On that same note, not all systems are built to track both group and 
individual policies within the same system or have the capabilities to 
recognize the group of individuals as a group. If groups are a major 
part of your business, this could become cumbersome quickly. 

Remember, you want your system to work for you, not the other way 
around. If you’re constantly having to jump through hoops to make 
it track the way you want or pay a developer to build out all of these 
capabilities, is it really worth your time, money, and effort?



MARKETING & COMMUNICATION

Integrated marketing components are crucial for agencies who 
want to continue growing. Basic functions like email marketing 
automation, email campaigns, and lead generation capabilities can 
make a marked difference in your efforts. 

Additionally, with the help of features like workflow automation, you 
can work smarter, not harder as you grow your agency. Automation 
gives you the ability to be more cognizant of your time and more 
proactive with your efforts. 

For example, when you have a lead come in, automation can be set 
up to notify you instantly of that lead’s interest. This gives you the 
opportunity to act on that lead immediately and contact them within 
minutes. This helps to increase your chance of conversion because 
they’re still thinking about your services and they’ve likely not been 
contacted by anyone else yet. 

With automation in your back pocket, you have a leg up on your 
competition. 

But automation and email marketing aren’t just for leads and 
prospects. These tools can be used to maintain relationships with 
your current clients, too. Staying in more consistent and considerate 
contact with your clients can foster a better relationship with them. 
Better relationships and happier clients can only mean good things 
for you like improved retention, increased chance of cross-sells, and 
more referrals. 

Communication is a strategic move and a necessary one as people 
prefer more customized and individualized attention.



COMMISSIONS PROCESSING

One of the biggest features that set AMSs and CRMS apart is com-
missions processing. 

Most CRMs don’t provide commissions processing for insurance 
agents and require you to either build one out (i.e. pay a developer) 
or use a secondary commission-only system in parallel to your CRM. 

Industry-specific AMSs are built with specific industry needs in mind. 
Therefore, some have commissions processing modules built-in to 
adhere to your needs. However, not all AMS software is built the 
same, so it’s essential to know ahead of time if it can:

Track & process commissions
Split commission payments
Generate agent commissions statements 
Track & project revenue 
Uncover missed commission payments from the carriers
Provide in-depth commissions analytics

All of these capabilities help you better track your commissions over-
all and have a better handle on how your agency is fairing. You want 
to ensure you’ve received everything you’re due and that you’re fo-
cusing your efforts in the right direction.



Software:

FEATURE NEED WANT

Cloud-Based Access
Data Backup

Data Encryption 

Uptime/Reliability
Data & File Storage 

Track Clients & Prospects
Track Groups
Track Group Enrollments & Elections
Track Agents
Track Policies
Track Carriers

Email Marketing Automation
Email Campaigns
Automated Workflow 
Lead Generation & Management
Track & Process Commissions
Generate Agent Statements

Industry-Specific Reporting
Industry-Specific Analytics
Third-Party Integrations

Track & Project Revenue
Uncover Missed Commission Payments
Split Commission Payments
In-Depth Commissions Analytics

DO THEY 
HAVE IT?



NOTES


